SARAJEVO city break tour, 3 days/2
nights
Day 1 - SARAJEVO – arrival
Arrival in Sarajevo. Transfer from the airport to the hotel. Depens on arrilval to
Sarajevo, refreshment in the hotel and panoramic sightseeing of Sarajevo.
Overnight.

Day 2 - SARAJEVO – loco
After breakfast the group will visit all Sarajevo famous places starting with
Sarajevo war tunnel museum(800 m. long and 5 m. deep digged with hand tools
in 1993. – Sarajevo gate); VreloBosne: The Spring of Bosna, with its natural
beauty, emerges at the gate of Sarajevo. A three kilometer long avenue,
bordered by plants and sweet chestnuts leads from Ilidža to the source of
Bosna. There, at the foot of Igman Mountain, are the cold springs of the river
after which the whole country takes its name. The rest tour in Sarajevo
includes the old Bascarsija Square, Old Orthodox Church, GaziHusrev- Bey’s
Mosque, Old Sephardic Synagogue, Catholic Cathedral …. Old City hall,
Kazandžiluk street, Sebilj, Old Jewish Synagogue, Bosnian writers park, Latin
Bridge ( World War I starting point )…. Duration of the tour is cca 4 – 5 hours.

Lunch or dinner at some of the attractive restaurants in Sarajevo, or in a typical
Bosnian restaurant with oriental ambience where you have an opportunity to
taste all kinds of the typical Bosnian dishes. We have a long tradition of
Oriental style sweets which you can taste in „SlatkoĆoše“, you can also enjoy
our rich national meals – and most famous of them all - ćevapčići.
You can enjoy the rest of the day in a sightseeing of Sarajevo during the
sunset and evening.
We suggest also shopping in some of the modern and new shopping centers in
Sarajevo and also other activities that you would like to implement and we
would be very glad to organize for you.

Day 3 - SARAJEVO - departure
Breakfast. After breakfast and checking out in the hotel, depending on the
timing of your departure, transfer from the hotel to the Sarajevo Airport. In the
case of having some spare time, we would offer you some additional
attractions that might be interesting for you. We can arrange dozens of
different programs and travel itineraries only for your needs..your next
adventure, where East meets West, where mountains meet the sea, where
many cultures have built one, a country where adventure is the rule...
Please notice that both hotel and prices can change, depending on the time of
arrival.






Included in price:
Airport – hotel – airport transfer
Accommodation in hotel (1/2 rooms, BB)
Bus during entire stay
Sightseeing tour in Sarajevo

Not Included in price:
•Bus during entire stay
•Entrance fees

SARAJEVO: Sarajevo is capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina and its largest city
with ca 420.000 citizens. Sarajevo is one of those cities that are more than a
place where people live. It is a symbol, a brand, living thru history with its own
never changing soul and charm. Can you imagine a place where the new and
the old, the traditional and the modern, the East and the West are all
intertwined? Others have said it for us: “The air is freer in Sarajevo… a
charming, sophisticated city.” This city is stuffed with history: from Latin
Bridge, where the Austro-Hungarian heir to the thrown Franz Ferdinand and his
pregnant wife was assassinated (marking the start of the World War I), Winter
Olympic Games in 1984 and the last, tragically war that lasted from 1992 until
the end of 1995. The old part of the city - Baščaršija is the heartbeat of Sarajevo
and certainly the most popular part which dates back to the long period of
Ottoman rule. Celebrated in songs, painted on canvas, today more than ever,
its beauty attracts visitors from around the world. There is thousands of
legends regarding that famous „Spirit of Sarajevo“ - Spirit that allowed
Sarajevo to reborn time after time from ashes, just like the mythological bird
Phoenix.
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The heart shaped land – Bosnia & Herzegovina
“A hint for the future visitors. At the very beginning use the traditional
“Bosanskisabur” (patience, calmly, slowly, gradually, little by little) and the
country will reveal itself and show a part of its unique beauty..”

